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Abstract. We have quantitatively studied the dynamic 
behavior of kinetochore fiber microtubules (kMTs); 
both turnover and poleward transport (flux) in 
metaphase and anaphase mammalian cells by fluores- 
cence photoactivation. Tubulin derivatized with photo- 
activatable fluorescein was microinjected into 
prometaphase LLC-PK and PtK1 cells and allowed to 
incorporate to steady-state. A fluorescent bar was gen- 
erated across the MTs in a half-spindle of the mitotic 
cells using laser irradiation and the kinetics of fluores- 
cence redistribution were determined in terms of a dou- 
ble exponential decay process. The movement of the 
activated zone was also measured along with chromo- 
some movement and spindle elongation. To investigate 
the possible regulation of MT transport at the 
metaphase-anaphase transition, we performed double 
photoactivation analyses on the same spindles as the 
cell advanced from metaphase to anaphase. We deter- 
mined values for the turnover of kMTs (tl/2  =  7.1 ___ 2.4 
min at 30°C) and demonstrated that the turnover of 
kMTs in metaphase is approximately an order of mag- 
nitude slower than that for non-kMTs. In anaphase, 
kMTs become dramatically more stable as evidenced 
by a fivefold increase in the fluorescence redistribution 
half-time (tl/2 =  37.5  ___ 8.5 min at 30°C). Our results 
also indicate that MT transport slows abruptly at 
anaphase onset to one-half the metaphase value. In 
early anaphase, MT depolymerization at the kineto- 
chore accounted, on average, for 84% of the rate of 
chromosome movement toward the pole whereas the 
relative contribution of MT transport and depolymer- 
ization at the pole contributed 16%. These properties 
reflect a dramatic shift in the dynamic behavior of 
kMTs at the metaphase-anaphase transition. 
A  release-capture model is presented in which the 
stability of kMTs is increased at the onset of anaphase 
through a reduction in the probability of MT release 
from the kinetochore. The reduction in MT transport at 
the metaphase-anaphase transition suggests that motor 
activity and/or subunit dynamics at the centrosome are 
subject to modulation at this key cell cycle point. 
U 
'NDERSTANDING the  behavior of kinetochore mi- 
crotubules is important because the attachment of 
chromosomes  to  the  spindle  and  chromosomal 
motions throughout mitosis are clearly tightly coupled to 
the nature of the interaction between the components of 
the  kinetochore and the  microtubules  (MTs) 1 bound to 
them (for reviews see Mitchison, 1988; McIntosh and Her- 
ing, 1991). The attachment must be strong enough to sup- 
port the frictional drag on the chromosome during the move- 
ments of congression and anaphase, yet labile enough to 
permit the breakage of incorrect attachments and the cor- 
rection of malorientations during prometaphase (Nicklas, 
1988). Over the last few years it has become apparent that 
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spindle MTs can exhibit two kinds of dynamic behavior; 
turnover  through  the  property  of  dynamic  instability 
(Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984)  and poleward transport 
sometimes referred to as flux (Mitchison, 1989). 
Fluorescence photobleaching recovery experiments have 
shown that MTs turn over rapidly in the mitotic spindle 
(Salmon et al., 1984b; Saxton et al., 1984; Wadsworth and 
Salmon, 1986; Hamaguchi et al.,  1987; Cassimeris et al., 
1988; Gorbsky et al., 1990; Hush et al., 1994). The mecha- 
nism by which this turnover takes place is characterized by 
a process termed dynamic instability (Mitchison and Kir- 
schner, 1984).  Although there is general agreement that 
most MTs turn over more rapidly in mitosis than in inter- 
phase (for review see Gelfand and Bershadsky, 1991), the 
mitotic spindle is a mixed population of kinetochore fiber 
microtubules (kMTs) and non-kMTs and their dynamics 
are likely to differ. In mammalian cells cultured under nor- 
mal conditions, kMTs comprise only a  minority popula- 
tion,  estimated  from  electron  microscopy  as  approxi- 
mately 20 to 25% of all spindle MTs at 37°C (Brinkley and 
Cartwright,  1971; Mclntosh et  al.,  1975; Rieder,  1981a; 
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in  LLC-PK cells  using  a  quantitative  fluorescence ratio 
method, gave a value of 57% for the proportion of tubulin 
in polymer in the metaphase  spindle  at 37°C  (Zhai  and 
Borisy, 1994), meaning that 43%  of the  cellular tubulin 
was in the soluble pool. Multiplying the polymer propor- 
tion of 57% by the proportion of kMTs of 20-25% gives a 
value for the  kMTs of 10-15%  of total cellular tubulin. 
Thus, the kMTs represent only a small proportion of the 
total fluorescence signal and the fluorescence redistribu- 
tion after photobleaching presumably was dominated by 
the kinetic behavior of soluble tubulin and non-kMTs. A 
minor component found not to exchange on the time scale 
of the  analysis was  commonly observed and could have 
represented kMTs (Wadsworth and Salmon,  1986; Cassi- 
meris et al., 1988, 1990; Gorbsky and Borisy, 1989). In ad- 
dition,  as  judged  by  susceptibility  to  depolymerization 
induced  by  cold  (Brinkley  and  Cartwright,  1971,  1975; 
Rieder, 1981a,b; Wise et al., 1991), pressure (Salmon et al., 
1976),  or  tubulin-binding  drugs  (Salmon  et  al.,  1984a), 
kMTs were clearly indicated to be more stable than non- 
kMTs. One quantitative study, using nocodazole-induced 
depolymerization and correlative electron microscopy, gave 
a kMT lifetime of 7.5 min at 23°C (Cassimeris et al., 1990). 
However, since  all  of these  studies  involved departures 
from the steady-state, arguments could be made that the 
differential stability of kMTs was induced by the applied 
treatment and did not reflect a true stability in vivo. In a 
study using immunogold electron microscopy, metaphase 
cells were injected with biotinylated tubulin and then fixed 
5-14 min later, after the initiation of anaphase (Mitchison 
et al., 1986). Approximately half of the kMTs did not show 
biotin label indicating that they had failed to incorporate 
tubulin during the period after injection. Although these 
studies suggested the existence of a class of spindle MTs 
that turned over slowly, a quantitative evaluation of MT 
turnover times  from  electron microscopic data  was  not 
feasible. 
An additional issue is whether kMT dynamics change 
at  the  metaphase-anaphase  transition.  Although  several 
groups have analyzed spindle MT dynamics in prometa- 
phase and metaphase,  little data is  available  concerning 
anaphase.  Gorbsky  and  Borisy  (1989)  compared  meta- 
phase and anaphase MT dynamics by photobleaching liv- 
ing cells but then lysing them in a cold, Calcium-containing 
buffer to selectively depolymerize non-kMTS. In this way, 
they obviated the contributions of the soluble tubulin pool 
and the more labile non-kMTs, and were able to show that 
kMTs in anaphase, although in the process of shortening, 
were  otherwise  apparently  stable,  that  is,  showed  no 
measurable fluorescence recovery. This study and previ- 
ous  qualitative studies  which reported persistent photo- 
bleached marks on anaphase MTs in an analysis of sites of 
MT depolymerization (Gorbsky et al., 1987, 1988) pointed 
to the possibility of a shift in MT dynamics at the meta- 
phase-anaphase transition. 
In addition to dynamic instability, there is a second type 
of dynamics. Previous photobleaching and photoactivation 
experiments have detected a  slow poleward transport of 
tubulin subunits occurring at metaphase in LLC-PK and 
PtK cells (Gorbsky and Borisy, 1989; Mitchison, 1989) and 
during both metaphase  and anaphase  in newt lung cells 
(Mitchison  and  Salmon,  1992),  signifying  that  the  cen- 
trosome  as  well  as  the  kinetochore attachments  of the 
kMTs are dynamic. Photoactivation studies demonstrated 
long lived kMTs and a poleward flux of tubulin subunits, 
but as the focus of these studies was on flux and the imag- 
ing technology used (SIT video camera) had insufficient 
dynamic range for quantitative  analysis, the  turnover of 
the kMTs per se was not examined in detail. 
In the experiments reported in this paper, we have used 
the photoactivation technique to make quantitative mea- 
surements of kMT turnover and transport in metaphase 
and anaphase with emphasis on the issue of whether this 
process is regulated at the metaphase-anaphase transition. 
Turnover can be viewed as a measure of behavior of the 
kMT plus ends and poleward transport as a measure of mi- 
nus end activity. We find that both the kMT turnover and 
poleward  transport  behavior  of  kMTs  changes  signifi- 
cantly at the metaphase-anaphase transition. The differ- 
ential stability of kMTs with respect to non-kMTs is inter- 
preted in terms of a release-capture model, and the shift in 
dynamics  at  the  metaphase-anaphase  transition  is  ex- 
plained by possible regulation of MT binding proteins at 
both the kinetochore and centrosome. 
Materials and Methods 
Cell Culture 
Porcine kidney epithelial cells of the line LLC-PK (American Type Cul- 
ture Collection, Rockville, MD) were cultured in DME medium (Sigma 
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) containing 10%  fetal bovine serum (Hy- 
clone Laboratories, Logan, UT), 20 mM Hepes, and antibiotics. Two days 
prior to an experiment, cells were transferred to an etched locator cover- 
slip  (Bellco  Biotechnology, Bellco  Glass, Inc., Vineland, NJ)  mounted 
over a hole in the bottom of a 35 mm culture dish modified for microinjec- 
tion (Gorbsky et al., 1987) and grown at 37°C in 10% CO2. Cells from the 
rat kangaroo epithelial line PtK1 were cultured similarly but in F-10 me- 
dium (Gibco Biological Co., Grand Island, NY) in 5% CO2. 
Preparation of Derivatized Tubulin and Microinjection 
Xrhodamine derivatization of tubulin was performed as described previ- 
ously (Sammak et al., 1987),  and the preparation of caged-fluorescein tu- 
bulin was essentially as described by Mitchison (1989).  The tubulin deriva- 
tives were distributed into 5 ILl aliquots and stored in liquid nitrogen. 
Cells were microinjected according to general protocols as reviewed 
(Kreis and Birchmeier, 1982).  Before microinjection, derivatized tubulin 
was spun for 30 min at 20,000 g, 0°C to clarify the solution and prevent pi- 
pette clogging. Micropipettes (WPI, New Haven, CT) were pulled on a 
vertical pipette puller (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA). Cells were 
microinjected using a  Nikon Diaphot inverted microscope (Nikon Inc., 
Garden City, NY) equipped with phase-contrast optics. We generally in- 
jected a mixture of xrhodamine tubulin (15 p,M) and caged-fluorescein tu- 
bulin (120 I~M) so that the spindle as well as the activated zone could be 
visualized. The volume injected was estimated at 5~10% of the cell vol- 
ume. Cells were microinjected between prophase and metaphase and al- 
lowed to incorporate the labeled tubulin subunits into the spindle for at 
least 20 min before photoactivation and imaging. We found that injected 
cells showed normal congression and anaphase chromosome movement. 
After injection, the culture medium was replaced and then overlaid with 
mineral oil (E. R. Squibb and Sons Inc., Princeton, N J) to retard gas ex- 
change and evaporation. 
Image Acquisition 
Instrumentation and experimental procedures for collecting digital fluo- 
rescence images were  as previously described (Zhai and Borisy, 1994). 
Photoactivation experiments were performed using the 334-364 nm bands 
of a 3 W argon ion laser (Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA) equipped 
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100×, 1.3 NA Neofluar objective (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY). The 
laser beam was directed into the epi-illumination port while the UV filter 
cassette was in the light path and aligned with respect to crosshairs. Be- 
fore photoactivation, the injected cell was located and positioned relative 
to the laser irradiation beam using phase contrast optics. We verified that 
the spindle was fully labeled and of normal morphology by observation in 
the xrhodamine channel prior to activation. A pre-activation image in the 
fluorescein channel was routinely recorded. The cell was then activated by 
laser irradiation (30--40 mW) for 30-100 ms. As soon as possible after pho- 
toactivation  (5-10 s), fluorescence images (0.2-1.0 s) and phase images 
were collected with a cooled charge-coupled device (model CH220; Pho- 
tometrics Ltd., Tucson, AZ), and then at 1-3-min intervals. The medium 
in the culture dish was pre-equilibrated and maintained at the experimen- 
tal temperature, 23  °, 30  °, or 37°C, by circulating warm water through a 
brass block holding the dish chamber and through a coil surrounding the 
objective during the period of monitoring cells. 
Data Analysis 
The  raw  images of fluorescein and xrhodamine fluorescence were  ad- 
justed for the nonuniformities in the illumination by flat-field correction 
as previously described (Zhai and Borisy, 1994).  To measure MT turn- 
over,  fluorescence intensity values of pixels within  a  rectangle placed 
around an activated zone were integrated and computed. Intensity values 
at successive time points were normalized to the value at zero time and 
were  fitted  to  a  double  exponential  equation:  I  =  P~exp(-ktt)  + 
P~exp(-kst); where I = proportion of initial intensity of fluorescence; Pf = 
proportion of fluorescence decay due to fast process; kf = rate constant for 
fluorescence decay (fast process); Ps =  proportion of fluorescence decay 
due to slow process; and k~ =  rate constant for fluorescence decay (slow 
process).  Double  exponential regression analysis of the  data  was  per- 
formed using SIGMAPLOT software (Jandel Scientific, Corte Madera, CA). 
Motion  of chromosomes and  activated  zones on  kinetochore  fibers 
with respect to the spindle poles was measured using Image-1 software 
(Universal Imaging Corp.,Westchester, PA). We transferred the charge- 
coupled device digital images to an OMDR for examination of the move- 
ments  by  rapid  playback.  The  spindle  poles  were  located  using  the 
rhodamine fluorescence image. To determine the movements of the acti- 
vated zones, we measured the distance from the leading edge of the acti- 
vated zone to the spindle pole. We chose to use the leading edge of the ac- 
tivated  zone  (as  opposed  to  its  midpoint)  because  the  chromosomes 
nibble away at the trailing edge of the activated zone during anaphase, 
and thereby artificially shift the mid point of the fluorescent zone pole- 
ward.  For  consistency,  we  also  measured  from  the  leading  edge  in 
metaphase cells. Measurements were taken from overlays of the phase, 
fluorescein and xrhodamine images. Statistical analysis of MT transport 
data and differences between population averages were calculated with an 
analysis package (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). 
For presentation, images were scaled to &bits for display using an Im- 
age-1 video processor (Universal Imaging Corp., Westchester, PA). Since 
the fluorescence intensity of activated zones decreased with time due to 
the turnover of microtubules, the fluorescein images were  digitally ad- 
justed so that their apparent intensity became comparable. This adjust- 
ment facilitated subsequent combination with the phase images using a 
logical max function in order to show their position more clearly. Digital 
files were recorded with a 4,000 line film recorder, Matrix PCR (Matrix 
Instruments Inc.,  Orangeburg,  NY),  using T-max  100  film  (Eastman 
Kodak  Co.,  Rochester,  NY),  or  printed  to  a  dye-sublimation, Digital 
Phaser II color printer (Tektronix, Inc., Wilsonville, OR). 
Results 
Spindle MT Turnover Has Fast and Slow Components 
We have quantitatively analyzed MT turnover in metaphase 
and anaphase using the approach of fluorescence redistri- 
bution  after photoactivation. LLC-PK and PtK1  cells in 
mitosis were microinjected with caged-fluorescein tubulin 
and allowed to incorporate the labeled subunits into the 
spindle for at least 20 min before photoactivation and im- 
aging. A  typical metaphase cell is shown in Fig.  1 A  and 
the  absence  of fluorescence prior  to  photoactivation in 
Fig. 1 B. A  fluorescent bar was then generated across the 
MTs in a half-spindle using laser irradiation to uncage the 
fluorescein (Fig. 1 C). As Fig. 1 C was obtained 10 s after 
photoactivation, it also shows an increase in fluorescence 
throughout the  spindle,  reflecting the  rapid  diffusion of 
soluble tubulin subunits activated in the path of the laser 
beam (see Discussion). Beyond 10 s, changes in fluores- 
cence intensity primarily reflect MT dynamics. The fluo- 
rescence in the marked zone decreased in intensity while 
the whole spindle became progressively more fluorescent 
(Fig. 1, D and E). 
The kinetics of fluorescence redistribution were deter- 
mined as follows. Intensity values of the pixels within a 
rectangle including the activated zone were integrated and 
computed (Fig. 1 D). The average intensity value obtained 
from the same size rectangle placed in the opposite half 
spindle  at  an  equivalent  position  equidistant  from  the 
equator was used as the background value, and subtracted 
from the activated zone value. Thus, as turnover of labeled 
subunits  within  the  spindle  approaches  steady-state,  the 
intensity difference value should  ideally approach  zero. 
Quantitative analysis showed that the fluorescence inten- 
sity in activated zones decreased rapidly at early times and 
more slowly at later times, conforming to a double expo- 
nential function of time after photoactivation (Fig. 2) with 
a value for the square of the regression coefficient equal 
to 0.98. 
When the equation for a double exponential curve (see 
Materials and Methods) is solved, the values of four pa- 
rameters are obtained: two rate constants and two coeffi- 
cients; the rate constants (k~, ks) for the fast and slow pro- 
cesses and the proportion of fluorescence change (Pf, Ps) 
that  contributes  to  either the  fast or slow. process.  The 
turnover half time (tl/2) for each process was calculated as 
ln2/k for each process. The bulk of the fluorescence redis- 
tribution after photoactivation at 37°C was rapid. We in- 
terpret this rapid dissipation as primarily due to non-kMT 
turnover because electron microscopic studies have shown 
that the non-kMTs represent the bulk of MTs within the 
mammalian cell spindle at 37°C (reviewed in Mclntosh et 
al., 1975; Rieder, 1981b). We interpret the more persistent 
fluorescent zone as reflecting the kMTs, because previous 
studies have indicated that they may be significantly more 
stable  than  non-kMTs  (Brinkley  and  Cartwright,  1975; 
Salmon et al.,  1976,  1984a;  Rieder,  1981a,  b;  Mitchison, 
1988; Gorbsky and Borisy, 1989; Cassimeris et al., 1990). 
Temperature Dependence of Turnover and Relative 
Abundance of Spindle MTs 
Data sets from cells at lower temperatures also produced 
double exponential curves but shifted to longer times. A 
total of 49 metaphase LLC-PK cells maintained at 37  °, 30  °, 
or 23°C were analyzed. A fast and slow process was identi- 
fied by quantitative analysis of the data sets at each of the 
temperatures (Fig. 3 A). Within the error of the data, sta- 
tistically  significant  changes  in  the  fast  process  (non- 
kMTs)  were  not  detected.  However,  the  slow  process 
(kMTs) showed a  pronounced temperature dependence. 
At 37°C, the turnover of kMTs was almost twice as fast as 
that at 30°C,  and more than three times as fast as that at 
23°C. The turnover of kMTs in 17 metaphase cells of a dif- 
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same  technique.  The  turnover  half-time was  0.68  _  0.4 
min for the fast component, and 5.3 -+ 0.8 min for the slow 
component,  similar  to  the  result  obtained  for  LLC-PK 
cells. 
We were concerned that some of the apparent decrease 
in  fluorescenCe  was  due  to  bleaching of the  fluorescein, 
and  that  this  introduced  error  in  the  determination  of 
turnover  times.  The  bleaching  rate  was  measured  using 
fluorescein labeled spindles and was found to be 3.9% per 
second of exposure with a  100  ×  1.3 NA objective under 
our  standard  observation  conditions.  Most  of our  expo- 
sures to collect data for turnover were less then  one sec- 
ond (see Materials and Methods), and when the data were 
corrected for the bleaching effect, the turnover tl/2 did not 
change  significantly compared with  the  uncorrected data 
(not shown).  Therefore,  the slow process of fluorescence 
decay was not due to bleaching. 
The double exponential analysis of the temperature data 
also gives parameters for the proportions of the fast and 
slow processes contributing to the overall fluorescence dis- 
sipations (Fig. 3 B). These parameters may be equated to 
the  relative  abundance  of  non-kinetochore  and  kMTs 
within the spindle. At normal growth temperature (37°C), 
the fast process accounted for 74%  of the fluorescence in- 
tensity change and, therefore, we infer that non-kMTs ac- 
counted for 74%  of all spindle MTs. With lower tempera- 
tures, this proportion decreased, reaching 39%  at 23°C,  a 
temperature  at  which  cells  were  still  able  to  progress 
through  mitosis.  Conversely, the  slow process  accounted 
for  26%  of the  fluorescence  intensity change,  indicating 
that kMTs make up only 26%  of all spindle MTs at 37°C. 
With lower temperature, this proportion increased, reach- 
ing 61% at 230C. These proportions are reasonably consis- 
tent  with  the  results obtained from  electron microscopic 
studies (Rieder, 1982;  Cassimeris et al., 1990; Wise et al., 
1991).  These  results also indicate that the  non-kMTs  are 
normally present in excess since much lower numbers are 
sufficient to achieve mitosis. 
kMT Turnover at the Metaphase-Anaphase  Transition 
We also performed photoactivation analysis of MT turn- 
over in  anaphase  cells essentially as described for  meta- 
phase except that ceils were injected in metaphase and al- 
lowed to progress to anaphase before photoactivation. Fig. 
4 shows a typical example of an anaphase experiment. Flu- 
orescence dissipation in  the  activated zones  was  assayed 
and  the  data  were  then  fitted  to  a  double  exponential 
curve  (Fig. 5)  as described previously. As for metaphase, 
fast and slow processes were identified by the kinetic anal- 
ysis. The  turnover half-time, tl/2, and the relative propor- 
Figure 1.  Photoactivation in metaphase.  (A) shows phase con- 
trast image of the metaphase spindle and (B) shows a  fluores- 
cence image in the fluorescein channel prior to photoactivation. 
(C) shows a fluorescent bar that was generated across the MTs in 
a half-spindle using laser irradiation at time 0. The loss of fluores- 
cence intensity in the bar, i.e., turnover of spindle MTs can be ob- 
served in panels (D and E). Initially the MTs turnover at a very 
fast rate so that at 2:35 min most of the labeled subunits from the 
activated zone have become redistributed throughout the spindle 
(D).  Between 2:35  min  and 4:40  min, the fluorescent subunits 
continue to be lost from the activated bar but at a  slower rate. 
Bar, 10 Ixm. 
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Figure  2.  Dissipation  of fluorescence  after  photoactivation  in 
metaphase.  The filled  circles  plot the loss  of fluorescence from 
the activated zone of spindles  at 37°C. The line was generated by 
a  non-linear  curve  fitting  program  with  a  double  exponential 
equation. The best fit for this fluorescence loss data turns out to 
be a double exponential curve. The graph shows that the fluores- 
cence decreases at a rapid rate at early times and at a slower rate 
at later times. A total of 15 cells were analyzed and 58 data points 
were generated to plot this graph. At time 0, fluorescence intensi- 
ties  were considered to be 100%; therefore, the zero time point 
represents 15 data points. When the equation for the double ex- 
ponential curve is solved, the rate constants as well  as the per- 
centage of MTs for the fast and slow process are obtained. 
tions,  Pf, Ps, for the fast process (non-kMTs) and the slow 
process  (kMTs)  in  anaphase  was  determined  at  37  °  and 
30°C (Table I). 
Comparison  of the  kinetics  of fluorescence  dissipation 
in metaphase and anaphase showed significant similarities 
and  differences.  Both  phases  of mitosis  showed  similar 
temperature  dependence of kinetic parameters. Turnover 
half-times of kMTs increased  1.5-fold for metaphase  and 
1.7-fold for anaphase when the temperature  was reduced 
from  37°-30°C.  Similarly,  the  proportion  of  kMTs  in- 
creased  by  similar  differentials;  19%  (from  26-47%)  in 
metaphase  and  18%  (from 45-63%)  in  anaphase.  Meta- 
phase and anaphase cells were also similar in terms of the 
fast process  not showing detectable  dependence  on tem- 
perature. 
The differences between metaphase and anaphase were 
in the absolute values for turnover half-time and the pro- 
portion of the slow process. In anaphase, the turnover was 
approximately fivefold slower than in metaphase, over the 
range  of  temperatures  examined.  In  addition,  the  slow 
process accounted for a greater proportion of the total flu- 
orescence change than  in metaphase  (e.g.,  45  vs. 26%  at 
37°C), At first, it may seem anomalous that a  higher pro- 
portion is attributed to kMTs in anaphase, a stage where it 
is  clear  that  they  are  depolymerizing.  However,  the  bar 
photoactivation  approach,  strictly  speaking,  provides  a 
measure of tubulin distribution  only in the region of acti- 
vation.  In  anaphase,  astral  MTs  elongate  and  interzonal 
MTs form. Since we have shown (Zhai and Borisy, 1994) 
that  mitosis  proceeds  under  the  constraint  of essentially 
constant MT polymer levels, we interpret the higher value 
for the proportion of kMTs to mean that subunits from the 
Figure 3.  Turnover and the relative proportion of spindle MTs in 
metaphase.  (A) The turnover half time for the spindle  MTs at 
three temperatures is shown in histogram form. The turnover half 
time for each process was derived from the respective rate con- 
stant of the double exponential equation. The striped histograms 
represent the fast process and the filled histograms represent the 
slow process.  The data indicate that kMTs turn over more slowly 
at lower temperatures.  (B) The proportion of kMTs  and non- 
kMTs at each temperature was derived from the Ps and Pf param- 
eters of a double exponential equation. The composition of the 
spindle at each temperature is shown in the accompanying histo- 
grams. The proportion of non-kMTs in the spindle decreases with 
decreasing temperature. 
more  labile  non-kMTs  in  the  region  of photoactivation 
have re-equilibrated  to sites of polymerization outside the 
region. This interpretation is supported by several electron 
microscopic studies that have shown a significant decrease 
in the total number of MTs in this spindle area in anaphase 
compared  to metaphase  (Brinkley  and  Cartwright,  1971, 
1975). If the number of kMTs is constant and the number 
of non-kMTs decreases in anaphase then the proportion of 
kMTs  in  this  region  becomes  larger just  as  our  fluores- 
cence data indicates. 
To further investigate the shift in the turnover of kMTs 
at  the  metaphase-anaphase  transition,  and  whether  the 
turnover  rate  changed  gradually  or  rapidly  from  meta- 
phase  to  anaphase,  we  measured  MT  turnover  in  meta- 
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anaphase.  An  LLC-PK  cell 
was  microinjected  at  meta- 
phase with a mixture  of caged- 
fluorescein  tubulin  and  xrho- 
damine tubulin and, then, after 
anaphase onset, a bar of U.V. 
light  was  used  to  generate  a 
fluorescence  zone  across  the 
MTs in a half-spindle  at time 0. 
(A, C, E,  and  G) show phase 
contrast  images  of  the 
anaphase spindle and (B, D, F, 
and H) show fluorescence im- 
ages  after  photoactivation. 
The loss of fluorescence inten- 
sity in the bar, i.e., turnover of 
spindle MTs, was measured as 
described  for  metaphase.  The 
activated  zone  was  placed 
about 3-5  ~m away from the 
kinetochore. This cell was ob- 
served  at  30°C. Xrhodamine 
images were used to image to- 
tal  spindle  MTs  (not  shown). 
Bar, 10 t~m. 
phase and anaphase using a double photoactivation proce- 
dure in the same cells. We microinjected either prophase 
or metaphase  cells with caged-fluorescein tubulin  and an 
activated bar was introduced across the metaphase spindle 
as  previously described.  After  anaphase  onset,  a  second 
activated zone was introduced  across the other half spin- 
dle. Since in most of the cells, the activated bars were gen- 
erated  several micrometers  away from chromosomes, we 
had enough time to take multiple fluorescence images be- 
fore the chromosomes translocated  through the activated 
bar as they depolymerized the kMTs and progressed pole- 
ward. 
The  turnover  tl/2 for  kMTs  was  determined  at  meta- 
phase  and anaphase  in the same cells  as described previ- 
ously for separate  cells in either metaphase  or anaphase. 
15 such cells were analyzed and the tt/a for kMTs was 6.4 +- 
1.2 min in metaphase, and 35.5 _  5 min in anaphase. This 
5.5 fold slowing of kMT turnover from direct analysis of 
the metaphase-anaphase  transition in single cells confirms 
the conclusions drawn previously from an analysis of sepa- 
rate populations of metaphase and anaphase ceils. We also 
compared  the  data  obtained  from early  metaphase  cells 
(12  min  before  anaphase  onset)  with  the  data  obtained 
from later metaphase cells (3 min before anaphase onset), 
and  found  the  turnover  tl/2 to  be  similar  at  both  times. 
These results demonstrate an abrupt slowing of kMT turn- 
over at the metaphase-anaphase transition. 
Poleward MT Transport in Metaphase and Anaphase 
To  investigate  the  possible  regulation  of  poleward  MT 
transport  at  the  metaphase-anaphase  transition,  condi- 
tions had to first be established for routinely observing the 
transport.  Our  initial  photoactivation  experiments  were 
conducted  at  37°C,  the  normal  growth  temperature  for 
these cells.  At this temperature,  no transport was detect- 
able  with  confidence; instead,  we  saw rapid  dissipation 
of the fuorescence  after photoactivation,  presumably by 
turnover (Fig. 1). The fluorescence signal in the activated 
zone  fell  while  the  signal  in  the  balance  of the  spindle 
rose,  precluding  any determination  of whether  transport 
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Figure 5.  Fluorescence dissipation  after photoactivation in ana- 
phase. The filled circles plot the loss of fluorescence from the ac- 
tivated zone of anaphase spindles  at 30°C. The line was generated 
by a non-linear curve fitting program with a double exponential 
equation. The graph shows that, after an initial drop, the fluores- 
cence decreased slowly through anaphase. A total of 14 cells were 
analyzed. Fluorescence intensities  at time 0 were considered to 
be 100%. The turnover half time and the proportion of spindle 
MTs for each process were derived from the respective rate con- 
stants and coefficients obtained as described for metaphase. 
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Experimental condition  Turnover time  Proportion 
t i/z min  Pf, Ps % 
A. Metaphase 
37°C (fast process)*  0.9 -+ 0.4  74 
(slow process)  ~  4.7 z  1.0  26 
30°C (fast process)  0.7 ~- 0.5  53 
(slow process)  7.1  _+ 2.4  47 
B. Anaphase 
37°C (fast process)  1.0 -  0.5  55 
(slow process)  22.4 -+ 4.8  45 
30°C (fast process)  1.2 ±  0.6  37 
(slow process)  37.5 ___ 8.5  63 
The results obtained from a total of 35 cells in metaphase at 30  ~ and 37°C are shown in 
A. (B) shows the results obtained from a total of 26 anaphase cells. The turnover time 
and the relative proportion of spindle MTs were obtained from a double exponential 
analysis. We interpret the fast process as being non-kMTs and the slow process as be- 
ing kMTs (see text). Comparison of the results in metaphase and anaphase showed sig- 
nificant similarities and differences.  We conclude that there is a dramatic shift in MT 
dynamics within the spindle from metaphase to anaphase. 
* Fast process,  non-kMTs. 
~Slow process, kMTs. 
had occurred in addition to the turnover. For transport to 
be observable, the activated zone has to move a significant 
distance (its width) before the fluorescence of the zone is 
too dissipated (a function of its half-time). For example, 
if the zone is 3-1xm wide and the half-time for turnover is 
4  min, and then one may calculate that transport would 
need to occur at about 0.75 i~m/min for it to be readily ob- 
servable. 
The  turnover  by fluorescence  dissipation  experiments 
reported here permitted us to quantitatively evaluate the 
relative proportions of kMT and non-kMTs as well as the 
dependence of their turnover on temperature. Lower tem- 
peratures  provided  the  combined  advantages  of slower 
turnover  and  a  reduced  proportion  of non-kMTs. Thus, 
the  window  of  observation  for  transport  could  be  ex- 
tended both in terms of rate and signal-to-noise. 
In the photoactivation marking experiments described 
here, cells were maintained at 23  ° or 30°C during the ob- 
servations.  At these temperatures, although the process of 
mitosis was somewhat slower than at 37°C,  spindle  mor- 
phogenesis and chromosome segregation were otherwise 
normal. We first studied MT transport in metaphase and 
anaphase separately. Fig. 6 shows an LLC-PK metaphase 
cell, microinjected with a mixture of caged-fluorescein tu- 
bulin  and  xrhodamine  tubulin,  and  then  activated  at 
metaphase with a bar of UV light. The rhodamine channel 
(Fig. 6, A and F) shows that the morphology of the spindle 
was normal; these images were used to determine the posi- 
tions of the poles in order to accurately assess poleward 
movement.  Phase images were used to determine the po- 
sitions of the chromosomes and where to place the acti- 
vated zone, the timing of which was defined as time 0 (Fig. 
6 B). An intensity trace through the activated zone gave its 
width at half-maximum to be 2.8 _  0.5  Ixm (n  =  11).  The 
juxtaposition of the phase and fluorescence images (Fig. 6, 
B-E)  shows clearly the poleward movement of the  acti- 
vated  zone  occurring  throughout  metaphase.  Anaphase 
onset (Fig. 6 G) occurred normally and the cell progressed 
through telophase and cell division. 
To  assess  poleward  transport  in  anaphase,  we  micro- 
injected  LLC-PK  cells  at  metaphase  with  a  mixture  of 
caged-fluorescein and xrhodamine tubulin as before, and 
waited for the cells to enter anaphase.  Cells were moni- 
tored by phase microscopy to keep the total fluorescence 
exposure low. Upon anaphase onset,  a  fluorescent mark 
was generated across the spindle MTs using laser irradia- 
tion as described for metaphase. To measure the rate of 
poleward  movement of the  marked zone  in  both  meta- 
phase and anaphase cells, the distance between the spindle 
pole and the leading edge of the marked zone was mea- 
sured. The leading edge, as opposed to the midpoint, was 
chosen for consistency, because the chromosomes gradu- 
ally consume the trailing edge of the activated zone during 
anaphase, thus shifting the midpoint poleward. Only those 
cells where the position of the near pole was unambigu- 
ously located in either the rhodamine or fluorescein chan- 
nel were used for analysis. In addition to the movement of 
the activated zone, we also measured chromosome move- 
ment and spindle elongation. The results demonstrate by 
the photoactivation approach the same conclusion first es- 
tablished through the photobleaching approach (Gorbsky 
et al., 1987, 1988);  namely, that the loss of MT subunits oc- 
curs primarily at the kinetochore during anaphase as chro- 
mosomes approach and pass through the marked zone. 
Observations  were  made  on  cells  in  metaphase  or 
anaphase to build up the sample size and obtain values for 
the rates of movement (Table II). Movement plots of acti- 
vated zones for 16 metaphase cells at 30°C gave an average 
rate of 0.39 ___ 0.20 txm/min, and for five metaphase cells at 
23°C a rate of 0.45  -  0.15  Ixm/min. The difference in rate 
between  the  two temperatures is not  statistically signifi- 
cant. The average rate of the movement of the activated 
zones for 11 anaphase cells was 0.2 ___ 0.1  i~m/min, signifi- 
cantly different from the metaphase values as evaluated by 
an analysis of variance model. The poleward MT transport 
in  PtK~  cells was also measured  at 30°C  using  the  same 
technique  and found to be similar to the result obtained 
for  LLC-PK  cells.  Thus,  poleward  transport  of MTs  in 
anaphase  occurs  at  approximately half the  rate  seen  in 
metaphase. 
Abrupt Change of MT Transport at the 
Metaphase-Anaphase Transition 
Our analysis of populations of metaphase and  anaphase 
cells suggested that poleward MT transport was reduced in 
anaphase to approximately half that of metaphase. How- 
ever, the in-group variance for each population was large, 
thus reducing the strength of the conclusion that the two 
populations differed. Further, the population analysis was 
unable to address the question of whether the change in 
transport developed gradually as anaphase progressed or 
occurred suddenly at the metaphase-anaphase transition. 
To gain better precision in the determination of poleward 
transport and to evaluate whether the slowing in anaphase 
was gradual or abrupt, we performed double photoactiva- 
tion analyses on single cells as previously described. 
In  these  double  activation  experiments,  we  normally 
took four to six fluorescein images during metaphase as 
the  cells progressed toward  anaphase  and  then  an addi- 
tional four to six images after anaphase onset. Fig. 7 shows 
a typical sequence in which a mark was generated across 
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Experimental condition  Metaphase (mean -+ SD)  Anaphase (mean +-- SD) 
Izrrdmin  lzm/min 
A. LLC-PK cells 
30°C population analysis  0.39-0.20(n=16)  0.20 +-- 0.1(n  =  ll) 
30°C same cell analysis  0.37 +  0.23 (n  =  14)  0.19 -4- 0.1  (n  =  14) 
23°C population analysis  0.45 4- 0.15 (n  =  5) 
B. PtKl cells 
30°C population analysis  0.46 "4- 0.14 (n  =  10)  0.21  --- 0.1 (n  =  3) 
Comparison of kMT movement at the metaphase-anaphase  transition. The movement 
of poleward MT movement in metaphase and anaphase ceils were analyzed in a popu- 
lation and in the same cells (see text). The slope of the least-squares fit gave a rate of 
kMT movement with a 95% confidence interval. The results obtained from both popu- 
lation and same cell analysis show that kMT movement reduces significantly at the 
metaphase-anaphase  transition. 
n, number of cells. 
one half of the metaphase spindle at time 0, and a second 
mark  was then  generated  in  the  other  half spindle  after 
anaphase onset at time 6:20 rain. The double photoactiva- 
tion and the onset of anaphase  allowed two comparisons 
to be made: (a) comparison of the movement of a zone ac- 
tivated in metaphase to one activated in anaphase gave a 
direct measure of possible differences in transport proper- 
ties  in the two phases  of mitosis;  (b)  comparison in ana- 
phase of the new zone (established in anaphase) to the old 
zone (established in metaphase) provided an internal con- 
trol to  assess  whether  the  transport  properties  displayed 
by the zones were dependent  on the  history of their  cre- 
ation and observation. 
To quantitate  the poleward MT transport, the positions 
of the poles, chromosomes and the  activated zones were 
determined  as  described  previously and  movement plots 
were  generated.  In Fig.  8,  linear  least  square  regression 
analysis  yielded  a  metaphase  MT  transport  rate  for this 
cell (Fig. 7) of 0.54 p~m/min,  an anaphase rate of 0.17 t~m/ 
min for the first activated zone (introduced in metaphase), 
and an anaphase rate of 0.20 ixm/min for the second acti- 
vated zone (introduced after anaphase onset). The equiva- 
lence in the anaphase transport rates for the first and sec- 
ond  activated  zones  supports  the  conclusion  that  the 
behavior of the zones is reflecting intrinsic spindle MT dy- 
namics and is not an artifact of the double photoactivation 
procedure,  The  change in slope  at  the  time  of anaphase 
onset supports the conclusion that the MT transport prop- 
erties  change abruptly at the metaphase-anaphase  transi- 
tion.  As a  measure  of the magnitude  of the  slowing, the 
metaphase  rate  (M)  was  computed  as  a  multiple  of the 
anaphase  rate  (A)  for those  cells  in  which  a  sufficiently 
clear data  set was collected in both phases  to permit  the 
comparison. For the cell  in Figs. 7  and  8, the ratio,  M/A 
was 3.2. An additional  four cells showed similar patterns 
Figure  6.  Overlay  of fluorescence  and  phase  contrast  images 
showing the movement of an activated zone in a metaphase cell 
(B-E). The top (A) and bottom (F) panels show the rhodamine 
MT images of the spindle  taken at the beginning and end of the 
series.  An activated zone was introduced at time 0 (B).  During 
the following 8:20 min the zone of fluorescein fluorescence moves 
toward the left spindle pole. The movement of the  fluorescent 
zone indicates the poleward movement of tubulin subunits in the 
spindle  during metaphase.  The activated bar introduced in this 
metaphase cell moved poleward at a average rate of 0.52 p~m/min. 
The panel (G) shows the cell started a normal anaphase at time 
33 min. Bar, 10 p~m. 
The Journal of Cell Biology, Volume 131, 1995  728 Figure  7.  Shift in  MT movement at  the  metaphase-anaphase  transition  measured  in  a  single LLC-PK cell. Phase,  fluorescein, and 
xrhodamine fluorescence images were taken over a 16 min time period. (A) shows phase contrast images, (B) shows chromosomes su- 
perimposed on the fluorescein-xrhodamine composite. An activated zone was generated in metaphase spindle at time 0. A second acti- 
vation zone was introduced after anaphase onset at 6:20 min. The arrows indicate the position of the spindle pole which was positioned 
by xrhodamine fluorescence images. The leading edge of the activated zone is indicated by the white lines, and the center of the acti- 
vated zone by the arrow heads. Bar, 10 I~m. 
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cells were double photoactivated and provided data that 
could be analyzed in the aggregate (Fig. 9), yielding an av- 
erage metaphase movement of 0.37 2  0.23 ixrn/min and an 
average anaphase movement of 0.19 _  0.1 I~m/min. Statis- 
tical comparison of population analysis and same cell anal- 
ysis was made as described above, and indicates that there 
was no significant difference between the population anal- 
ysis and same cell analysis. We conclude that the poleward 
movement occurring in metaphase slows abruptly at ana- 
phase onset. 
In comparison with poleward MT transport in anaphase, 
poleward transport of chromosomes occurred significantly 
faster.  The speed  of chromosome movement is  not uni- 
form throughout anaphase  but,  rather,  is  faster in  early 
anaphase and slows as anaphase progresses. Over the first 
five minutes  of anaphase,  poleward chromosome move- 
ment in LLC-PK cells occurred at an average rate of 1.15 
_  0.15 p~m/min, a value approximately sixfold greater than 
the  rate of MT transport over this same time period.  In 
terms of distances, MT transport accounted for only 1 Ixm 
of movement or less  than 20%  of the total chromosome 
movement over this period. In contrast, in late anaphase 
(beyond  five  minutes),  chromosome movement  toward 
the pole slowed to an average rate approximating that of 
MT  transport.  Thus,  two  activities  are  involved  in  the 
poleward motion of chromosomes and their relative pro- 
portion changes as anaphase progresses.  Over the entire 
course of anaphase, poleward MT transport accounted for 
approximately 33 % of the total chromosome movement. 
Finally, we have evaluated MT turnover and transport 
in  interphase  cells  using  the  same  approach  (data  not 
shown). Random interphase cells were microinjected, tu- 
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Figure 8.  Graph  showing the poleward  movement of the  acti- 
vated zones in the cell shown in Fig. 7. The first activation was 
made in a metaphase spindle at time 0. The cell entered anaphase 
at approximately 4:50 min. A new activation zone was introduced 
at time 6:20 min. Linear least square regression lines are drawn 
through the  data points. Open squares show that  the  activated 
zone introduced in metaphase moved poleward at a rate of 0.54 
p.m/min during metaphase. After the onset of anaphase this same 
zone moved poleward  at a rate  of only 0.17 ixm/min shown by 
filled circles. Triangles show that the bar introduced in anaphase 
moved at a similar rate of 0.20 ixm/min. 
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Figure  9.  Comparison  of  metaphase  movement  and  anaphase 
movement in  a  population  of twice activated  cells. This figure 
plots  the  movements  of  an  activated  zone  introduced  in  a 
metaphase spindle at time 0, and of a second activated zone intro- 
duced in an anaphase  spindle after anaphase  onset. The move- 
ments of activated zones were measured in a total of 14 cells and 
82 measurements were made and plotted. The slope of the least- 
squares fit gave a  rate of kinetochore MT movement of 0.37  --- 
0.23  ixm/min in metaphase  and 0.19  +_  0.1  ixm/min in anaphase 
cells with a 95 % confidence interval. 
bulin was allowed to incorporate for 2 h and then an acti- 
vated zone was generated across the MTs either near the 
centrosome or at the periphery of the cell.  A  total of 38 
cells were analyzed and we found that the tl/2 for MTs was 
5.75  _  1.8 min in interphase cells. To measure MT trans- 
port, we measured the distance between the proximal edge 
of the  activated  zone  and  the  centrosome  as  described 
above. We considered whether the degree or lack of trans- 
port depended upon the orientation of the zone or its dis- 
tance  from  the  centrosome.  Comparison  studies  with 
zones in different orientations with respect to the primary 
direction of microtubules either near the centrosome or at 
the periphery of the cell gave essentially identical results. 
We found no MT movement toward the centrosome in in- 
terphase, in contrast to the behavior in mitotic cells. 
Discussion 
kMT Turnover in Mitotic Spindle 
The major focus of the  experiments  presented  here  is  a 
quantitative  analysis of kMT turnover and  transport  to- 
gether  with  changes  in  their  dynamic  behavior  at  the 
metaphase-anaphase transition. We will discuss these two 
aspects of kMT dynamics in turn.  By using fluorescence 
dissipation  after photoactivation as  an  experimental  ap- 
proach and by modeling spindle MT turnover as a double 
exponential system consisting of fast and slow processes, 
we have operationally distinguished  the  contributions of 
the non-kMTs from the kMTs. Based on the diffusion co- 
efficient of tubulin and the viscosity of cytoplasm, the dif- 
fusion of tubulin subunits out of the narrow activated zone 
would have an estimated tl/2 of 5-10 s (Wojcieszyn et al., 
1981;  Salmon et  al.,  1984b;  Pepperkok et  al.,  1990)  and, 
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age was taken  10 s  after photoactivation. Therefore, the 
fast  process  in  our  analysis  reflects  primarily  non-kMT 
turnover and not diffusion. On the assumption that turn- 
over  of  non-kMTs  dominates  spindle  dynamics  under 
standard  experimental conditions, our results  are consis- 
tent with photobleaching studies which reported that spin- 
dle MTs turn over very rapidly (tl/2  =  15-80 s) (Salmon et 
al.,  1984b;  Saxton  et  al.,  1984;  Wadsworth  and  Salmon, 
1986;  Hamaguchi  et  al.,  1987;  Cassimeris  et  al.,  1988; 
Gorbsky et al.,  1990; Hush et al.,  1994).  Similar to the re- 
suits obtained from the photobleaching studies, we found 
that the turnover tl/2 for non-kMTs in both metaphase and 
anaphase spindles was approximately 1 min. Comparable 
values were obtained at the different temperatures investi- 
gated. However, due to the limited number of early time 
points in our experiments, we can not exclude the possibil- 
ity that the behavior of non-kMTs does vary with tempera- 
ture,  and this point will  require  data of higher temporal 
resolution.  Similarly,  we  cannot  exclude  the  possibility 
that turnover of non-kMTs might be significantly slower in 
anaphase than it is in metaphase. 
Our results clearly establish the existence of a slow pro- 
cess of MT turnover and we infer from these results that 
kMTs turn over in metaphase more slowly (tl/2  =  4.7 min 
at  37°C)  than  previously  thought  from  photobleaching 
studies,  and become still  slower in  anaphase  (tl/2  =  22.4 
min at 37°C).  However our long half lives for kMTs are 
similar to those obtained using nocodazole induced depo- 
lymerization and correlative electron microscopy (Cassi- 
meris et al., 1990). Since many kMTs run continuously be- 
tween  the  kinetochore  and  the  pole  (Rieder,  1981a; 
McDonald et al., 1992) and they are more stable than non- 
kMTs, it is likely that their enhanced stability is a conse- 
quence  of their  interaction  with  the  kinetochore.  How- 
ever, it should be noted that the EM MT tracking studies 
also show that not all MTs in the kinetochore fiber attach 
to the kinetochore. Many of these are probably intermin- 
gled non-kMTs and could be included in our fast turnover 
class. 
The mechanism of kMT turnover can be accounted for 
by a cycle of detachment of MTs from the kinetochore, de- 
polymerization, repolymerization, and reattachment (Fig. 
10 A). Once kMTs detach from the kinetochore, there is 
evidence that  they are  indistinguishable  from non-kMTs 
and  may depolymerize completely or  partially  (Nicklas 
and Kubai, 1985; Spurck et al.,  1990; Czaban et al.,  1993). 
Subsequently, the same MT or a new MT may regrow and 
be captured by the kinetochore (Mitchison and Kirschner, 
1985a,b; Huitorel and Kirschner,  1988; Wise et al.,  1991). 
This idea of a cycle of release and capture of MTs by the 
kinetochore suggests that the turnover of kMTs is limited 
by the rate constant, kr, for their release. On the assump- 
tion that shrinking and regrowth are fast, the overall turn- 
over of MTs in a kinetochore fiber would be determined 
by the kinetics of release which can be modeled as an ex- 
ponential decay process with tl/2  =  ln2/kr.  From our esti- 
mate that non-kMT turnover has a half-time of 0.9 min at 
37°C, we calculate that kMTs in metaphase spend approxi- 
mately 80% of their time attached and 20% detached from 
the kinetochore. In a metaphase kinetochore fiber consist- 
ing of 25 MTs, this would mean that at any given time, on 
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Figure  10.  Diagram  of the  mechanism  of kMT  turnover.  (A) 
shows a four-step kMT turnover  cycle where kr is the rate con- 
stant for detachment of kMTs. The filled bars represents individ- 
ual kMTs and the open segment represents a zone of photoacti- 
vation.  Once a kMT is released  from the  kinetochore,  it may 
depolymerize completely or partially  and  subsequently  regrow 
and be captured by the kinetochore. This cycle continues during 
the course of chromosome congression and oscillation.(B)  shows 
kMT stabilization at the  metaphase-anaphase  transition.  Here, 
open segments  represent  newly formed  MTs. The stability  of 
kMT attachment to the kinetochore is modulated by MT binding 
protein(s) at the kinetochore. In metaphase, kinetochore proteins 
loosely bind to MTs, thus frequently allowing kMTs to detach, 
while in anaphase strong binding reduces kMT detachment. 
average, 5 of the kMTs are detached and subject to turn- 
over while the remaining 20 maintain the structural integ- 
rity of the fiber. 
In anaphase,  one  may calculate  that  the  kMTs  would 
spend >95% of their time attached. Since in PtK1 ceils the 
average  number  of kMTs  does  not  change  significantly 
from metaphase to anaphase (McDonald et al., 1992), this 
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less than 6 MTs (out of 25 per kinetochore) would detach. 
This quantitative analysis agrees with the stability of ana- 
phase  kMTs  reported  previously  (Gorbsky  and  Borisy, 
1989)  and is  also consistent with the persistence of pho- 
tobleached zones in anaphase cells observed in our origi- 
nal studies on localizing the site of kinetochore fiber depo- 
lymerization (Gorbsky et al.,  1987,  1988).  Although  the 
release-capture model predicts that MT detachment from 
the kinetochore in anaphase is rare, it does not preclude 
addition of subunits under conditions of high pool concen- 
trations of tubulin. Thus, our conclusions are not inconsis- 
tent with  studies  showing injected tubulin  incorporating 
into kMTs during early but not late anaphase (Wadsworth 
et al., 1989). 
Our results have also demonstrated a  significant tem- 
perature dependence for the turnover of kMTs with the 
turnover tl/2 decreasing at lower temperature. The greater 
stability of kMTs  at  lower temperature  may reflect the 
thermodynamics of the interaction between MTs and the 
kinetochore. As temperature drops, kinetochore proteins 
may release their hold on kMTs less frequently. Another 
possibility may be that at lower temperatures, since there 
are fewer non-kMTs to bind the MT-associated proteins 
(MAPs), the remaining kMTs may become more saturated 
with stabilizing MAPs and depolymerize more slowly and 
less frequently. 
kMT Turnover and the 
Metaphase-Anaphase Transition 
The dramatic shift in kMT turnover from metaphase  to 
anaphase raises questions as to its mechanism and biologi- 
cal  significance.  The  successful  segregation  of chromo- 
somes requires stable connection to the poles. However, in 
prometaphase,  chromosomes frequently make  errors  in 
their attachment which  are  subsequently corrected, sug- 
gesting that dynamic kMTs may be very important at this 
stage for correcting malorientations. The question, then, is 
how the cell contrives to insure moderately dynamic kMTs 
in metaphase but stable ones in anaphase. 
One possible  explanation for the reduced turnover of 
kMTs in anaphase may be a change in the intrinsic dynamic 
behavior of kMTs. Since anaphase onset marks the begin- 
ning of a  return of many cellular processes to the inter- 
phase state (Murray and Hunt, 1993), it seems reasonable 
to assume that the dynamic behavior of kMTs might change 
from metaphase to anaphase. According to this view, re- 
leased kMTs would not be prone to the rapid depolymer- 
ization seen in metaphase, and the measured turnover of 
anaphase kMTs would be slower than at metaphase even 
if the release rate were the same. However, the observa- 
tion that severed anaphase kMTs depolymerize poleward 
just as they do in metaphase (Spurck et al.,  1990)  argues 
against this explanation. 
Alternatively, on the assumption that the release-cap- 
ture model given above approximates the mechanism of 
kMT turnover, the release step would be rate-limiting and 
a change in dynamic behavior could be interpreted in terms 
of modifications to the  kinetochore that effect kMT re- 
lease (Fig. 10 B). Binding of MTs to the kinetochore could 
be affected by the affinity of motors, MAPs or as yet uni- 
dentified kinetochore proteins. The simplest model to ac- 
count for the increased stability of kMTs at the metaphase- 
anaphase transition would have the kMT binding proteins 
modified at the metaphase-anaphase transition to reduce 
the probability of MT release. A variation of this model is 
also worth noting. 
During  prometaphase  and  metaphase,  chromosomes 
undergo oscillations with frequent switches between states 
of moving towards and away from a  spindle pole (Skib- 
bens et al.,  1993).  It is possible that the kinetochore pro- 
teins that bind to the kMTs during MT shortening (possi- 
bly minus end-directed motors) are different from those 
that bind to the kMTs when the MTs are growing (possibly 
plus end-directed motors). If the proteins responsible for 
binding to the shortening kMTs bind tightly, whereas the 
proteins that hold the kMTs during the elongation phase 
frequently release individual MTs and  allow them to be 
replaced,  then  the  difference  between  metaphase  and 
anaphase  kMT  turnover  can  be  explained.  Metaphase 
measurements  would  include  kMTs  that were  switching 
between growing and shortening states, with all entering 
the labile growing state at some time during the measure- 
ment period. By contrast, most of the kMTs in anaphase 
would be tightly bound to their kinetochores in a continu- 
ous shortening state which only rarely switches to a grow- 
ing phase (Skibbens et al.,  1993).  This mechanism would 
predict that  even in  metaphase  the  leading kinetochore 
fiber of a moving chromosome would be less dynamic then 
the trailing kinetochore fiber. Though technically difficult, 
this prediction could be tested experimentally. Irrespec- 
tive of the details, our results suggest that regulation at the 
level of the kinetochore is involved in increasing the stabil- 
ity of chromosome attachment and insuring the fidelity of 
segregation. 
MT Transport and the Metaphase-Anaphase Transition 
Our previous photobleaching studies of mitotic cells (Gorb- 
sky and Borisy, 1989) were consistent with a  slow pole- 
ward translocation of kMTs, although the large variation 
in the data precluded a  strong conclusion on this point. 
The variation was  probably due  to  technical limitations 
imposed by the lower signal-to-noise ratio inherent in the 
photobleaching approach, fairly rapid turnover of kMTs at 
37°C (for discussion of kMT turnover see Mitchison, 1989) 
as well as the need to combine measurements from live 
and lysed cells. Using  the photoactivation approach, we 
have confirmed a  slow poleward movement of activated 
zones in mitotic mammalian cells. The temperature depen- 
dence of kMT turnover presented in Fig. 3 of this paper 
demonstrates  why the  slow poleward  MT transport  has 
only been observable in mammalian  cells maintained  at 
30°C. Together with observations in newt lung cells (Mitch- 
ison and Salmon, 1992) and Xenopus extracts (Sawin and 
Mitchison, 1991, 1994; Sawin et al., 1992), the results sug- 
gest that poleward MT movement may be a  widespread 
phenomenon in cells. 
While our observations on poleward transport of MTs 
are  in general  agreement with  the  observations in  newt 
lung cells (Mitchison and Salmon,  1992), there are some 
differences. In the newt cells, poleward transport of MTs 
was 0.54  txm/min in metaphase spindles, 0.44 txm/min in 
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These numbers  could  be interpreted  as showing  a  more 
gradual  and  less  abrupt  change  at  the  metaphase-ana- 
phase transition  than we have observed. 20 rain after the 
onset of anaphase the newt spindle is still intact and the in- 
dividual fully condensed chromosomes are still observed. 
At the same time point in the cells we studied,  the cells 
have entered telophase with decondensing  chromosomes 
and cell cleavage has commenced. Clearly the shift back to 
the interphase conditions occurs more slowly in the newt 
ceils and this may allow the transition from the metaphase 
rate to the anaphase rate of MT transport to be detected in 
the first minutes of anaphase. Even so, the movement of 
the  fluorescent mark in  the  anaphase  plots shown  is  no 
more bi-phasic than it is in the metaphase plot (Mitchison 
and Salmon, 1992,  Figs. 3 and 7). Both our study and the 
newt  cell study showed  a  large variation in  the  rates  of 
poleward MT transport from cell to cell, making sample 
size  very  important.  The  MT  transport  rate  of  a  few 
anaphase  cells can be faster than  the  rate  in  the  slower 
metaphase  cells.  This  makes  our measurements  of both 
metaphase  and  anaphase  transport  within  the  same cell 
very important and significant.  Whenever the rates were 
measured  within  the  same  cell  the  metaphase  rate  was 
more than twice as fast as the anaphase rate. 
The  observations  of poleward  transport  of MTs  raise 
questions about kMT dynamics, spindle structure and the 
biological function of the movement. Since at least some 
kMTs have been shown  to extend continuously between 
the  kinetochore  and  the  pole,  the  observations  of  MT 
transport  indicate  that  kMTs  are  polymerizing continu- 
ously at their plus ends while maintaining attachment to 
kinetochores  and  depolymerizing  at  their  minus  ends 
while remaining focused at the pole. This dynamic behav- 
ior for both plus and minus ends of kMTs is similar to the 
concept originally termed MT treadmilling (Margolis and 
Wilson, 1981) which describes an intrinsic property of MTs 
where balanced polymerization and depolymerization oc- 
cur at opposite ends of an MT, driven by differences in 
subunit affinities and the energy of ATP hydrolysis. How- 
ever, the situation in living cells is likely to be more com- 
plex since  MT plus  ends  are associated with  the  kineto- 
chore and MT minus ends with the pole; both structures 
may affect MT dynamics, 
The major focus of the  experiments presented  here is 
the  quantitative  analysis  of kMT dynamics at the  meta- 
phase-anaphase transition and it reveals that the poleward 
MT movement is significantly reduced after anaphase on- 
set. Although the function of the poleward MT transport is 
uncertain,  it  is  nevertheless  worthwhile  to  consider  the 
possible significance of its slowing in anaphase. One possi- 
ble explanation for the  reduced rate of MT transport in 
anaphase may be a change in the intrinsic dynamic behav- 
ior of MT minus ends. Since anaphase onset marks the be- 
ginning of a return of many cellular processes to the inter- 
phase state (Murray and Hunt, 1993), it seems reasonable 
to assume that the dynamic behavior of kMTs at both ends 
might change from metaphase to anaphase. Studies using 
mitotic  Xenopus  egg  extracts  have  demonstrated  pole- 
ward MT flux in monopolar ~alf spindles and even in arti- 
ficially induced astral MT arrays lacking chromosomes and 
conventional  centrosomes  (Sawin  and  Mitchison,  1994). 
These authors conclude  that poleward MT flux is an in- 
trinsic property of MT arrays in mitosis, possibly involving 
molecular  motors.  If motor molecules  are  driving  pole- 
ward transport, it is likely that they are bound near the mi- 
nus ends of the MTs and are connected either directly or 
indirectly to the pole, allowing or causing depolymerization 
to occur. Inactivation of the motor protein at anaphase on- 
set would slow poleward MT movement. These consider- 
ations  suggest  that  minus  end  subunit  dynamics  and/or 
motor activity at the centrosome are subject to modulation 
at this key cell cycle point.  Possibly, the reduced poleward 
MT transport seen in anaphase is a result of down regula- 
tion of a mitotic activity as the cell returns to interphase. 
Consistent with this viewpoint, MT transport toward the 
centrosome has not been seen in interphase MT arrays in 
two cell types (this report and Rodionov et al., 1994).  This 
observation coupled with the results of Sawin and Mitchi- 
son, 1994,  highlight a fundamental difference in the activ- 
ity of mitotic and interphase centrosomal MT arrays. 
The significance of MT poleward transport needs to be 
considered  in the context  of overall chromosome move- 
ment. Chromosomes move toward the poles by two mech- 
anisms-one coupled to depolymerization of MTs at the 
kinetochore causing the chromosome to move relative to 
its attached MTs and a  second coupled to depolymeriza- 
tion at the poles causing the MTs to move together with 
their attached chromosomes. These two processes contrib- 
ute in  different degrees over the course of anaphase.  In 
early anaphase, chromosomes in LLC-PK cells moved to- 
ward the pole at an average rate of 1.15  ___ 0.15  txm/min, 
whereas  the  average  rate  of  poleward  movement  of 
marked zones was 0.19 ~zm/min. Thus, the relative contri- 
bution of poleward MT transport to chromosome move- 
ment during this phase was only 16%. This relatively small 
contribution to the anaphase chromosome movement sug- 
gests that poleward MT transport may not be essential for 
achieving chromosome segregation in anaphase. However, 
in  late  anaphase  (beyond  five  minutes)  chromosomes 
move much more slowly, progressing poleward at an aver- 
age rate approximating that of MT transport,  suggesting 
that the slow late chromosome movements may be driven 
by the slow poleward MT transport.  Possibly, MT pole- 
ward transport serves as a redundant mechanism for chro- 
mosome segregation, functioning in the event the primary 
mechanism is deficient. 
In conclusion, we have found that kMTs in metaphase 
turn  over more slowly than  previously thought  and  that 
comparison of metaphase and anaphase spindle dynamics 
demonstrates that  kMT turnover is reduced  during  ana- 
phase. These properties may be interpreted in terms of a 
MT capture and release cycle. We confirmed that the ki- 
netochore is the primary site of tubulin  loss in anaphase 
and that the pole is a secondary site. A  distinct change in 
the rate of MT transport at the metaphase-anaphase tran- 
sition indicates that MT dynamics at the pole is subject to 
cell cycle regulation. 
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